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Lulù Nuti (Rome, 1988) lives and works in Rome

Expanding from sculpture and installation to drawing, Lulù Nuti experiments with various construc-
tion materials, often combining them with natural elements, in order to create sculptures and instal-
lations that dialogue with space.
Her work is guided by a strong feeling she has regarding the world we live in : a feeling of responsi-
bility and powerlessness.
To translate it into matter, Nuti analyzes and observe our perception of reality, our change in habits, 
and the relationship we have with nature, in order to create « traces » and testimonies of our pre-
sent time. A subtle duality between presence and cancellation, rupture and solidity, resistance and 
fragility, is always present in her work. This fluctuating search for tension and balance allows for the 
unveiling of an imaginary, that interprets the conflicts of human beings as the result of a contempo-
rary analysis linked to the here and now.
Since 2017, Nuti’s work has expanded from site-specific productions for exhibition spaces, to pro-
ductions that are generated by places she discovers and encounters. Her aim is to create artworks 
inspired by their place of creation, that could adapt to the space where they are exhibited, in order 
for them to convey their origin in a sensitive way.
In 2018 she founded the artistic duo LU.PA together with Pamela Pintus, an artistic identity that 
primarily operates through performance actions and site-specific works.





TOO MUCH HEAT, NOTHING TO EAT is the answer to the question «Why does a snake eat its 
tail?». The figure of the ouroboros, a symbol of eternal cyclic renewal, has long been considered an 
imaginary figure. To date, it has been observed that snakes can self-ingest in captivity, when their 
environment is too hot and too little food is given available to them.
The sculpture has been  conceived by Lulù Nuti, following the visit to the construction site of Terzo 
Valico dei Giovi managed by Webuild. 
It is inspired by the image of the ouroboros and aims to symbolize the path of metal in the history 
of artifacts: a material of the instrument par excellence. At the sites visited by the artist, metal (in 
one of its most contemporary forms the TBM) digs the earth from which it was potentially extracted. 
Further consideration is that the engineer calls the tunnel «the snake».
The work looks like a long forged iron tube, with two spears at both ends: one that points to the 
ground and acts as a point of stability for the work, and the other that turns against itself, piercing 
and suggesting a feeling of end, and simultaneously of a new beginning.

TOO MUCH HEAT, NOTHING TO EAT
Forged iron
2021
195 x 196 x 140 cm
Curtesy CDP and Lulù Nuti - Photo Eleonora Cerrri Pecorella



TOO MUCH HEAT, NOTHING TO EAT (detail)
Forged iron
2021
195 x 196 x 140 cm
Curtesy CDP and Lulù Nuti - Photo Eleonora Cerrri Pecorella



SANS HORIZON
Forged copper
Variable dimensions, here 107,5 cm x  140 cm
2021

Premio CONAI, Spazio Taverna, Rome, 2022



«The landscapes become the receptacles of the world’s hostility and its long disdainful dangers. The 
mountains– here red and blue, primary like their bitter colours– are drawn by some diffused lines to 
define the impossible. Matter and memory join forces in the diffused charcoal dusting. The crystallise 
memories– the last voyage– in fragments, and the proof is that of impression and pain. The peaks 
neighbour the chasms like the two faces of life. Death prowls around, sketched with the fingertips, 
without ostentation or voyeurism, because the display of grief does not make its shadow recede. 
The word grief seems more accurate than the overly psychoanalytical word mourning, as Barthes wrote 
in his Journal. In this grief, we find the echo in the mountain that folds iron, that twists it as pain can contort 
the stomach. These concentric arcs recall the circles in water formed when a child throws a stone in it 
and thus becomes aware of itself by noticing its action on the world. The movements of the soul are ex-
ternalised in this silent cry which modulates matter. In their reverberation,  they seek to retain the ghosts.

Yet, Lulù Nuti resists the elegiac temptation: not the abdication within her, but the possibility of new 
arrangements– we can move mountains. Like the titles of these exhibitions with various meanings, 
these works are subject to re-composition. Nothing is lost, everything is transformed, she also seems 
to declare when we leaf through Autoproduction, a small publication with secret perfumes where 
photographs of works produced by the artist are superimposed on those of family jewels deposited 
in banks. We enter the bitter land of the condition of the artist, the underside of her art, but this 
disrobing finds an unravelling without drama: the jewels, here consigned, allow for other treasures.»

Ysé Sorel
Terrain Amère, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, Paris

AUTOPRODUCTION
Plaster, concrete, tile adhesive, polyurethane foam, metal, paper
20,5 x 21 x 100 cm
2021

SANS HORIZON
Forged copper
Variable dimensions, here 107,5 cm x  419 cm
2021

Terrain Amère, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, 2021
Photo Grégory Copitet



SANS HORIZON
Forged copper
height 107,5 cm and variable width, here 419 cm
2021

Terrain Amère, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, 2021 - Photo Grégory Copitet



MOUVANTS AU SOIR
Charcoal, dry pastel, paper, wood

Variable dimensions, here 438 x 130 cm 
2021

Terrain Amère, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, 2021 



MOUVANTS AU MATIN
Charcoal, dry pastel, paper, wood
Variable dimensions,  here 278 x 130,5 cm
2021

INFERIATA
Plane tree’s leafs, copper 
Variable dimensions
2021

Terrain Amère, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, 2021 
Photo Grégory Copitet



TITOLO SOSPESO (radicanti)
Plane trees leafs, copper, industrial iron tubes,

6 elements
350 x 4 cm 

2022

Ante Operam, exhibition view, Piano Bi Arte Contemporanea outdoor #1 
Palazzo Marescalchi Belli, Rome, 2022

Photo Eleonora Cerri Pacorella e Alessandro vasari (detail)



TITOLO SOSPESO (radicanti), exhibition view,  photo Eleonora Cerri Pecorella



UNTITLED (Incendio I) & UNTITLED (Incendio II)
concrete, plastic, plaster,  paper,  characoal, dry pastels and copper 
18x18x5 cm &  12x18x3 cm 

RÉUNION SUR CELLULOSE, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, Paris, 
2021 - Photo Grégory Copitet



UNTITLED (INCENDIO VI, VIII, III & V) 
concrete, plastic, plaster,  paper, characoal, dry pastels and copper 
18 x 18 x 5 cm &  12 x 18 x 3 cm 
2021-2022



COSÌ VA LA VITA
Cinetic toy, ashes, batteries, plaster, paper
18 x 12 x 13 cm
2019

Photo 1 : Giorgia Lorenzini for Mirabilia Urbis catalogue, ed. Viaindustriae, 2019 
Photo 2 : COSÌ VA LA VITA, activated, Alessandro Vasari, 2019



COSÌ VA LA VITA (IV)
Cinetic toy, ashes, batteries, plaster, wax, paper
18 x 12 x 13 cm
2019

Exhibited inside MIRABILIA URBIS, Rome, Italy, 2019 ; 
THE MILKY WAY, Galleria Franco Noero, 2020, Turin, Italy;
Dinos, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, Paris, 2022
Photo Grégory Copitet



FIN DOVE SI STENDE LA VISTA, QUI REGNA L’ATTIMO - night view
The sculpture follows the movements of the public 

thanks to an artificial intelligence developped with Davide Carboni

Sunflower casted in bronze, motor, ai
170x40x 15 cm

2022 

ART CROSSING, Parco Archeologico dell’Appia Antica, Rome, 2022
 Photo Giuliano Del Gatto



FIN DOVE SI STENDE LA VISTA, QUI REGNA L’ATTIMO - day view
The sculpture follows the movements of the public  thanks to an artificial intelligence developped with 
Davide Carboni.

Sunflower casted in bronze, motor, ai
170x40x 15 cm
2022 

ART CROSSING, Parco Archeologico dell’Appia Antica, Rome, 2022
Photo Leonardo Birindelli



SIMUL ET SINGULIS 
Bronze

37x25x3 cm
2019

Exhibited inside POINT ZÉRO, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, Paris, 2019 
and II, Spazio Mensa, Rome, 2021

Photo : GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO,  Grégory Copitet



SIMUL ET SINGULIS, detail 
Bronze
37x25x3 cm
2019

II, exhibition view, duo-show with Alessandro Giannì, Spazio Mensa, Rome, 2021 
Photo Giorgio Benni

« Here we are in the crucial moment of the “after all”. Here we are enveloped in a new 
atmosphere, less conceivable than the Mesozoic era. Here we stay, we pause, we press II.
The title of the duo show of Lulú Nuti and Alessandro Gianní, deliberately doesn´t make 
use of any words, rather uses a symbol. In an area suspended between a before and an 
after, we are brought to fantasize about  a non-verbal existence, where rules are made by 
primitive sensations of shock and dismay. We are in a theatrical interlude, between two 
acts. 

We experience the void of something that was there a second before, and now is only a 
vague presence in our memory, something existing as a blurred, dissolved, chaotic image, 
sort of like Warburg´s frog. In this dimension the only things present are images acting as 
a viaticum of memory. Here, images work as lights to guide our way in a new aesthetic, a 
new formula of reason and logos. We can therefore hypothesize a sensation of suspen-
sion, of absence of gravity. For now though, we keep our feet well grounded in order to 
walk through the exhibition and the works: we are in a place where the sun doesn´t set 
anymore because it died, together with planet Earth and the whole solar system. What´s 
left are molds and casts of foregone material practices, burnt figures from an undefined 
era, ruins of a distant future. The works in the show seem to tell about this interlude, a 
moment in which mankind can lose everything aside from what is essential. In this case, 
the Essential is the image and the surprised gaze that lays on it.

Indeed, the first instruments that complete Nuti´s first work in the show are the eyes. En-
tering the exhibition, the view is partially covered by a wooden structure on which a bronze 
cast of a beehive is placed. Peeping through the holes of the beehive, we are able to see 
beyond the wooden structure. The bronze beehive can be seen as fossil matter of our 
world, perhaps ultimately a sign of passing. »

Giuliana Benassi
II, duo-show with Alessandro Giannì, Spazio Mensa, Roma, 2021



AD OCCHI APERTI
Tile plaster, plastic, metal, cotton
95 x 72 x 232 cm
2021

ORIZZONTE (VISTO DAL CIELO)
Forged iron, charcoal, wall
Variable dimensions, here 140 x 600 cm
2019-2020

DIVISO 4 (back)
Concrete, pigments
22, 5 x 45,5 x 22, 5 cm each
2019

Paintings and ceramics, Alessandro Giannì
II, exhibition view, duo-show with Alessandro Giannì, Spazio Mensa, Rome, 2021 - Photo Giorgio Benni



DIVISO 4
Concrete, pigments
22, 5 x 45,5 x 22, 5 cm each
2019

LE PLEIN DE MES MURS EST LE VIDE DE LEUR TERRE, projet
Paper, golden leaf
29 x 15 cm
2013

II, exhibition view, duo-show with Alessandro Giannì, Spazio Mensa, Rome, 2021 - Photo Giorgio benni



« Brought up by the first images of Earth seen from space taken by NASA in 1972 and the suc-
cessive discoveries of so-called livable planets, Lulù Nuti took note of the Copernican revolution 
operating at the time the famous Blue Marble Shot was published. Cradled by the blockbuster films 
starring images of an exploding Earth, she wondered about future habitable places. Who are the 
colonizers of the universe ? How do astronauts go about exploring the world ? She provides them 
with portable matrices from our planet Earth to take to Mars and Pluto, like souvenirs or models. 
This gesture, poetic and absurd, is illusory and more like an intellectual speculation rather than a 
pragmatic solution.

Child of the Chernobyl generation, Lulù has been intimately marked by the disasters of the end 
of the century : nuclear accidents, the AIDS epidemic, global warming and the migration crisis. 
While the phenomena that she witnesses transcend borders and are intrinsically international, she 
questions how to define their forms and limits. From which follows a reflection on contamination, 
propagation and its consequences : cartography. »

Jeanne Barral
CALCARE IL MONDO, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, Paris, 2018

UNTITLED (CUBO)
Concrete, pigments
34x34x16 cm
2017 

CALCARE IL MONDO, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, Paris, 2018 
Photo Benoit Soler



MOULER LE MONDE EN SEPT PARTIES (moon world)
Concrete, pigments
39x270 cm
2017 

CALCARE IL MONDO, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, Paris, 2018  - Photo Benoit Soler



BEYOND OUR CONTROL III, II and V
World collapsing under the weight of matter

2018

BEYOND OUR CONTROL II (Coupole)
World exploding while being moulded

36 x 35 x 16 cm
2018

CALCARE IL MONDO, exhibition view, GALERIE CHLOE SALGADO, Paris, 2018 
Photo Benoit Soler



SUN SULFUR IRON
Plaster, Concrete, pigments, phosphorescent plastiline, metal 

2019-2021

SUN SULFUR IRON III
32x34x35 cm

2019

Studio view, Ombrelloni, Roma, 2019 - Photo Giorgio Benni



MOULER LE MONDE EN SEPT PARTIES (rouge)
Tile plaster, pigments, metal
Variable dimensions, here 74 x 600 cm
2021
WINDOWS, exhibition view, group show, Accademia di San Nicolo’, Spoleto, 2021 
Photo Eleonora Cerri Pecorella



NOTTURNO
Leftovers from Calcare il Mondo, metal, wood, plastic and night action with copper wire
60 x 40 x 90 cm
THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE HOME, exhibition view, curated by Giuliana Benassi
Body Fight, Rome, 2021
Photo Ilaria Lagioia



	

MARI
Concrete, pigments, metal

Variable dimensions 
2020-2021 

NUTI.SCARPA, exhibition view, duo-show with Delfina Scarpa,
 Galleria Alessandra Bonomo, Rome, 2021

Photo Eleonora Cerri Pecorella

	



SUN SULFUR IRON  V
Plaster, pigments and phosphorescent plastiline

18 x 48 x 35 (up) and 12 x 49 x 35 (down)
2019-2020

NUTI.SCARPA, exhibition view, duo-show with Delfina Scarpa, Galleria Alessandra Bonomo, 
Rome, 2021  - Photo Eleonora Cerri Pecorella



SUN SULFUR IRON V - NIGHT VIEW, detail
Plaster, pigments and phosphorescent plastiline
18 x 48 x 25 (up), 12 x 49 x 35 (down)
2019-2020
Photo Eleonora Cerri Pecorella



LEFTOVER II (The Sunset)
Tile plaster, phosphorescent plastiline, plastic
82 x 93 x 12 cm
2020 
Photo Alessandro Vasari

Exhibited inside RILEVAMENTI 2,
curated by Bruno Corà, selection by Valentino 
Catricalà - CAMUSAC, Cassino, Italy, 2020



LEFTOVER VI (Orecchio)
Tile-plaster and phosphorescent plastiline

79 x 68 x 18 cm
2021

NUTI.SCARPA, exhibition view, duo-show with Delfina Scarpa, 
Galleria Alessandra Bonomo, Rome, 2021 - Photo Eleonora Cerri Pecorella

	



ERRANT POUR UN SABBAT 
Wall sculpture
Tile plaster, pigments, metal
74 x 68 x 35 cm
2021

URNE POUR UN SABBAT (s’il existe theia) 
Tile plaster, phosphorescent pigments, light
Diametre 72 cm
2021

Painting : Apolonia Sokol / SABBAT _ ENTRE CHIEN  ET  LOUP, 2019 / Oil on canvas / 400 x 200 cm 
Courtesy galerie The Pill & the artist

ECCO, exhibition view, invited by Apolonia Sokol, group show, Villa Medici, Rome, 2021 
Photo Daniele Molajoli



ORIZZONTI
Wrought brass, iron and copper
Variable dimensions, here 150 x 630 cm
2020

La Musée - group show curated by Azad Asifovich, Galerie Italienne, Paris, 2020



ORIZZONTI (riflessi)
Wrought iron and copper
Variable dimensions, here 140 x 550 cm
2020

Left wall : Hema Upadhyay - The princesses rusted belts, 2011

La Musée 2 - group show curated by Azad Asifovich, Studio la Città, Verona, 2020



© Lulù Nuti, 2022
LINK TO UPDATED PORTFOLIOS

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1p_ZGlxKaYXhWkb2gPcCz6PfExKAag-vl?usp=sharing

